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Abstract
A novel hybrid many-objective evolutionary algorithm called Reference Vector Guided Evolutionary Algorithm based on hy-
pervolume indicator (H-RVEA) is proposed in this paper. The reference vectors are used in a number of sub-problems to
decompose the optimization problem. An adaptation strategy is used in the proposed algorithm to adjust the reference vector
distribution. The proposed algorithm is compared over well-known benchmark test functions with five state-of-the-art evolu-
tionary algorithms. The results show H-RVEA’s superior performance in terms of the Inverted Generational Distance (IGD)
and Hypervolume (HV) performance measures than the competitor algorithms. The suggested algorithm’s computational
complexity is also analysed. The statistical tests are carried out to demonstrate the statistical significance of the proposed
algorithm. In order to demonstrate its efficiency, H-RVEA is also applied to solve two real-life constrained many-objective
optimization problems. The experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm can solve the many-objective real-life
problems.
Keywords: Many-objective optimization; Hypervolume estimation algorithm; Reference vector guided evolutionary
algorithm; Constrained optimization; Pareto optimality.
1. Introduction
Researchers ihave ideveloped iand idesigned ithe inumber iof inew ievolutionary imulti-objective ialgorithms iover ithe ipast ifew
iyears ito isolve iproblems iwith imore ithan itwo iobjectives i[1–3]. iMulti-Objective iEvolutionary iAlgorithms i(MOEAs) iare ia itype
iof ipopulation ibased iheuristics ithat, iduring isimulation iruns, ican iget ia igroup iof isolutions. iNonetheless, isome ireal-life i ssues,
isuch ias ivehicle iengine ituning iproblems i[4], iwater idistribution isystems i[5], iand iland iuse imanagement iproblems i[6] ialso irequire
ia ilarge inumber iof iobjectives. iMOEAs ialso iface isome ichallenges i n itackling ithese imultiple iobjectives. iThe iselection imethods
iare ithe ireason ibehind ithe ifailure iof imost iMOEAs. iTo iconverge ithe ipopulation ito ithe iPareto ifront, isuch imethods iare iuseful.
iWhen ithe inumber iof iobjectives i ncreases, i t i s idifficult ito imaintain ithe idiversity, ias ithe isolutions iare ivery isparsely iallocated
iwithin ithe iobjective isearch ispace.
Non-dominated iSorting iGenetic iAlgorithm i(NSGA-II) i[7] iand iStrength iPareto iEvolutionary iAlgorithm i2(SPEA2) i[8] iare
ithe imost ipopular imulti-objective ievolutionary ialgorithms. iBoth iof ithese ialgorithms iuse idominance ibased iselection istrategy
ithat ifails ito isolve iproblems iwith imore ithan ithree iobjectives.
To iaddress ithis i ssue, iresearchers ihave ideveloped inew ioptimization ialgorithms ito ideal iwith ia ilarge inumber iof iobjectives
i[9, 10], ialso ireferred ito ias ithe iMany-Objective iProblems i(MaOPs). iThe imain ichallenges i n iMaOPs iare:
• iPareto’s ifront ivisualization i n ia isearch ispace irequires ispecial iprocedures i[11].
• iThe ifact iof ithe idominance iresistance i(DR), i n iwhich ithe igap ibetween ithe isolutions i s icaused iby ian i ncrease i n ithe
iamount iof inon-dominated isolutions i[12–14].
• The inumber iof isolutions ihas i ncreased iexponentially ito idefine ithe imulti-dimensional iPareto ifront iproblems i[15, 16].
Most iof ithe iMaOPs iconcentrate ion imaintaining idiversity iand ienhancing iconvergence. iSuch ialgorithms iare inot iabout iusing
ipreferences ifor imany-objective iproblems. iThis i s ibecause ithe iuser imay ibe i nterested i n ioptimal iPareto isolutions iand iless
icomputational ieffort ito iachieve ia idemonstrative isubset iof ithe iPareto ifront i[17].
There iare iseveral ievolutionary ialgorithms ithat ihave ibeen ideveloped ito i mprove ithe ieffectiveness iof ialgorithms ito isolve
iMaOPs i[18–20]. iReference iVector iGuided iEvolutionary iAlgorithm i(RVEA) i[21] i s ia irecently ideveloped idecomposition
ibased iapproach ithat ican iproduce ioptimal isolutions iusing ireference ipoints ifor ia iPareto isubset iof isolutions. iSuch ipoints iof
ireference iare iuseful ifor igreater iconvergence. iDespite ithis, ithe imost icommon ialgorithm ibased ion ihypervolume i ndicator i s ithe
iHypervolume iEstimation iAlgorithm i(HypE) i[22] iwhich iuses ithe iMonte iCarlo isimulation ito iestimate ithe iexact ihypervolume
ivalues iand imaintain idiversity.
The imain icontribution iof ithis iwork i s ithe idevelopment iof ia inovel ihybrid ievolutionary ialgorithm iusing ithe iprinciples
iof iRVEA iand iHypE ialgorithms. iThe ialgorithm i s icalled iReference iVector iGuided iEvolutionary iAlgorithm ibased ion ithe
iHypervolume i ndicator i(H-RVEA). iH-RVEA’s ifour imain istrategies iare imating iselection, ivariation, ienvironmental iselection,
iand iadaptation istrategy ifor ireference ivectors. iThe imating iselection istrategy i s iused ito iexchange i nformation ibetween i ndividuals,
iand ito iselect ifrom ithe icurrent ipopulation ithe imost ipromising ioptimal isolution. iThe ivariation imethod iutilize ioperators iof
irecombination iand imutation ito igenerate inew ioffspring. iIt i s ithe itask iof ithe ienvironmental iselection istrategy ito ibreak iand
imerge ithe istrategies i nto inon-dominated ifronts. iThe iAdaptation itechnique ifor ithe ireference ivector i s iused ito ienhance ithe
isearch iprocess iand ito idecompose ithe iproblem i nto ia isub-problem.
H-RVEA’s iperformance i s itested ion iwell-known ibenchmark itest iproblems. iThe itwo iperformance imeasures, inamely
iInverted iGenerational iDistance i(IGD) i[23] iand iHypervolume i(HV) i[24], ihave ibeen iused ito iassess ithe ialgorithms. iThe
iresults ihave ibeen icompared iwith ifive iapproaches isuch ias iReference iVector iGuided iEvolutionary iAlgorithm i(RVEA) i[21],
iHypervolume iEstimation iAlgorithm i(HypE) i[22], iNon-dominated iSorting iGenetic iAlgorithm i(NSGA-III) i[25], iMany-Objective
iEvolutionary iAlgorithm ibased ion iDominance iand iDecomposition i(MOEA/DD) i[26], iand iApproximation-guided iEvolutionary
iAlgorithm i(AGE-II) i[27]. iTherefore, ito i llustrate i ts iusefulness, iH-RVEA ihas ibeen iapplied ito itwo ireal-life imany-objective
iproblems.
The rest of the paper has the following structure: Section 2 represents the basics of many-objective problems and two
many-objective evolutionary algorithms. Section 3 presents the motivation and brief description of proposed H-RVEA algo-
rithm. Results and discussions of experiments are given in Section 4. Section 5 presents the performance of H-RVEA on two
real-life problems followed by conclusions and future works in Section 6.
2. Background
In this section, the basic concepts of Multi-Objective Problems (MOPs) are presented. Then, the brief descriptions of
RVEA and HypE algorithms are presented.
2.1. Basic concepts
Multi-Objective Optimization Problems (MOPs) involve more than one objective which is to be optimized. The MOPs
can be formulated as follows:
Minimize f (~x) = ( f1(~x), f2(~x), f3(~x), . . . , fn(~x))
Subject to: ~x ∈ R
(1)
where in idefines ithe inumber iof iobjective ifunctions iand i f (~x) idefines ithe iobjective ifunction. iHowever, ithe ifeasible ispace iR i s ia
isubset iof idecision ispace i(D), iwhich iconsists ithe idecision ivectors i~x = ( ~x1, i ~x2, i . . . , i ~xm)T .
2.2. Reference Vector Guided Evolutionary Algorithm (RVEA)
Reference iVector iGuided iEvolutionary iAlgorithm i(RVEA) i s ian ievolutionary ialgorithm ifor imany-objective ioptimization
iproblems i[21]. The imain icomponents iof ithe iRVEA ialgorithm iare ioffspring iproduction, iguided iselection iof ithe ireference
ivector, iand istrategies ifor iadapting ithe ireference ivector. iThe igenetic ioperators, ias iused i n iNSGA-III iand iHypE, iare iemployed
ito ibuild ithe ioffspring ipopulation. iThe iguided iselection imethod ifor ithe ireference ivector iconsists iof ifour isteps, inamely iobjective
ivalue itranslation, ipopulation ipartitions, iAngle iPenalized iDistance i(APD) icalculation iand ielitism iselection i[21]. iRVEA iuses
itheir istrategies iof ielitism iand ioffspring ias isimilar ito ithe iNSGA-III ialgorithm. iIts iselection istrategy iadopts ia iset iof ireference
ivectors. iAngle iPenalized iDistance i(APD) i s iused ito ialign ithe iconvergence iand idiversity iproperly. iAn iadaptive itechnique i s
iused ito imodify ithe ireference ivectors ito iensure ia iconsistent idistribution iof isolutions iwithin ithe iobjective ispace. iThe ipreferential
iarticulation imethod ibased ion ithe ireference ivector i s iused ito iget ioptimal isolutions i n ia ichosen iarea iuniformly idistributed iby
iPareto. iThe iRVEA i s idescribed i n ithe iAlgorithm i1 i[21].
Algorithm 1 RVEA
Input: Set of reference vectors V0 ← {v1, v2, v3, . . . , vN}, Maximum number of iterations Maxiteration
Output: Non-dominated solutions P
1: procedure RVEA
2: Initialize the population P and set counter c← 0
3: while c < Maxiteration do
4: Create offspring Oc from parent population Pc
5: Combine the parent and offspring populations, (Mc ← Pc ∪ Oc)
6: Pc+1 ← ReferenceVectorGuidedSelection (c, Pc,Vc)
7: Vc+1 ← ReferenceVectorAdaptation (c, Pc+1,Vc,V0)




2.3. Hypervolume Estimation Algorithm (HypE)
Bader iand iZitzler i[22] ihave iproposed ia iMOEA ibased irapid ihypervolume i ndicator, inamely iHypervolume iEstimation
iAlgorithm i(HypE). iThe imain iconcept ibehind iHypE i s ithe irating iby ithe ihypervolume iof isolutions iachieved. iHypE iuses
ia igeneralized itechnique iof igranting ifitness. iThe ihypervolume ivalues iare icalculated iusing iMonte-Carlo isimulation. iMating
iselection, ivariation, iand ienvironmental iselection iare ikey icomponents iof iHypE. iSelection iof ibinary itournament i s iused ito iselect
ioffspring. iThe ivariation iemployed ioperators iof irecombination iand imutation ito iproduce ioffspring. iThroughout ienvironmental
iselection, ithe ipopulations iof iparents iand ichildren iare i ntegrated iand idecomposed i nto inon-dominated ifronts, iand ithe inew
ipopulation i s iadded iwith ithe ibest ifronts. The iHypE i s idescribed i n iAlgorithm i2 i[22].
Algorithm 2 HypE
Input: Number of sampling points M, Reference set R, Population size N, Maximum number of iterations Maxiteration
Output: Non-dominated solutions P
1: procedure HypE
2: Initialize the randomly generated population P and set counter c← 0









6: P← environmentalSelection (P ∪ P
′′
,R,N,M)




3. Proposed H-RVEA Algorithm
This section describes the motivation and overall procedure of proposed H-RVEA algorithm.
3.1. Motivation
The iresearchers ihave ipointed ito idifficulties iof iconvergence iand idiversity iwith imore ithan ifour iobjectives ifor ireal-life
iproblems. iTherefore, ian ialgorithm imust ibe iestablished iwhich imaintains ithe iconvergence iand idiversity. iIn ithis ipaper ithe
ihypervolume i ndicator i s iused ito ipreserve ithe idiversity. iThe ireason ifor ipreferring ithis imeasure iover iothers i s:
1. iHypervolume i ndicator iremoves ithe ilack iof iselection ipressure.
2. iThe ivalue iof ithis i ndicator i s ioptimized idirectly, iwithout ithe ineed ifor iniching, iwhich ihelps ito imaintain ithe idiversity.
3. iThis i ndicator iensures ithat iany iapproximation iset iwith ia ihigh iquality ivalue ifor ia ispecific iproblem i ncludes iall ioptimal
iobjective ivectors ifrom iPareto i[28].
Hypervolume icalculation, ihowever, irequires ia ihigh icomputational ieffort. iWe ihave iused ifast iHypE ialgorithm ito isolve
ithis iproblem. iHypE isuffers ifrom ithe ioverheads iof ihaving ithe i nformation ineeded. iWe ihave iused ireference ivector iadaptation
istrategy ito ipreserve ithe iknowledge. iThe ireference ivector iadaptation istrategy i s itaken ifrom iRVEA ialgorithm. iTherefore, ia
inovel ihybrid ialgorithm i s iproposed iwhich iemploys iboth iHypE iand iRVEA ifeatures.
3.2. Proposed algorithm
The i ntend ito ipropose ithe iH-RVEA i s ito isolve iproblems ithat ihave ia ilarge inumber iof iobjectives. iThe ibasic iprocedure
iof iproposed iH-RVEA i s imentioned i n iAlgorithm i3. iThe iH-RVEA i s i nspired iby iRVEA iand iHypE ialgorithms i(see iFig.
i1). iH-RVEA iconsists iof ifour imain icomponents. iThese iare imating iselection i(Algorithm i4), ivariation, ienvironmental iselection
i(Algorithm i8), iand ireference ivector iadaptation istrategy i(Algorithm i9). iInitially, i t istarts iwith ithe irandomly igenerated ipopulation
iP iand iN inumber iof i ndividuals. iThe imating iselection iprocedure i s iused ito iselect ithe ipromising isolutions i n ia isearch ispace. iThe
ivariation iuses ithe imutation iand irecombination ioperators ito igenerate ithe iN inumber iof ioffspring. iThe ienvironmental iselection
iprocedure i s iused ifor ithe iselection iof ithe ibest ioptimal isolution. iFinally, ithe ireference ivector iadaptation istrategy i s iperformed
ito iobtain ia iuniformly idistributed iPareto ioptimal isolutions iset.
Algorithm 3 H-RVEA
Input: Population P, Reference set R , Number of sampling points M , Population size N , Set of reference vectors
V0 ← {v1, v2, v3, . . . , vN}, Control parameter Fc, Maximum number of iterations Maxiteration
Output: Non-dominated solutions P
1: procedure H-RVEA
2: Initialize the randomly generated population P
3: Set counter c← 0









7: P← Environmentalselection (P ∪ P
′′
,R,N,M)
8: Vc+1 ← ReferenceVectorAdaptation (c, P,Vc,V0, Fc)





The mating selection is a procedure for exchanging the information between individuals and to select the promising
optimal solutions from the current population. The mating selection strategy of proposed H-RVEA is described in Al-
gorithm 4. When the number of objectives is less than 3 (≤ 3), then the computation of hypervolume is done through
Computehypervolume procedure which is mentioned in Algorithm 5. Otherwise, the computation of hypervolume is done
through the Estimatehypervolume procedure which is mentioned in Algorithm 7.
The Computehypervolume procedure uses the recursive function S licing and returns a fitness assignment α and a multi-set
containing a pair (a,wa), where wa is fitness value and a ∈ P. The S licing procedure mentioned in Algorithm 6, recursively
cut the dominated space into hyper-rectangles and returns a partial fitness assignment α′. The scanning process is performed
at each recursive level l with u′, where u′ represents the current scan position. The scan positions are included in vector
(s1, s2, . . . , sn) which contains all the dimensions. The partial volume PV is updated and reference points are filtered out
during whole the recursive process (Line 2 and 3). Example 1 is used to describe the working of Computehypervolume
procedure.
The Estimatehypervolume procedure returns a fitness assignment α corresponding to the estimated hypervolume as men-
tioned in Algorithm 7. The first step is to determine the sampling box S which is a superset of approximate hypervolumes.
Thereafter, the volume of sampling space S is computed (Line 6). For sampling process the M objective vectors (y1, y2, . . . , yM)
are selected from S randomly. Based on the sampling point an estimation of hypervolume is done. The hypervolumes values
are then updated during procedure call.
Example 1: (Hypervolume computation) Consider the population contains four solutions i.e., w, x, y, z with objective
vectors f (w) = (−9,−2,−1), f (x) = (−7, 0,−7), f (y) = (−5,−7,−9), f (z) = (−3,−4,−10), fitness parameter fp = 2 , reference
points r = (−1, 0, 0), and y = (−1,−2,−3).
Firstly, call the S licing procedure in which the value of l is set to 3 and U contains all objective vectors and reference points.
According to the third vector components, the U with its elements are sorted in ascending order.









The variable u′ assigned the third vector value of these elements to f3(z) = −10, f3(y) = −9, f3(x) = −7, y3 = −3, f3(w) =
−1, r3 = 0. During iteration process, U is reduced and assign u′ = f3(x) = −7 and update the value of PV ′ = 1×(−3−(−7)) = 4
with scan positions (s1, s2, s3) = (∞,∞,−7). Now, these values are passed to next recursion level l = 2 and process the Line
13 in S licing procedure, where U is initialized.








Therefore, variable u′ assigned the second vector value to f2(y) = −7, f2(z) = −4, y2 = −2, f2(x) = 0, r2 = 0. U is further
reduced and assign u′ = f2(x) = 0. The value of PV ′ = 1 × 4 × (0 − 0) = 0 and scan positions (s1, s2, s3) = (∞, 0,−7). For the







In the second iteration, variable u′ assigned the first vector value to f1(x) = −7, f1(y) = −5, f1(z) = −3, r1 = −1 and holds
u′ = f1(y) = −5. The value of PV ′ = 1 × 4 × 0 × (−3 − (−5)) = 0 and scan positions (s1, s2, s3) = (−5, 0,−7). Once the
recursion level is reached at level 0 (l = 0), the β is computed with N number of population size, fitness parameter fp = 2, and
hyperrectangle RS = 0. Therefore, the whole procedure is applied to all slices to identifies all hyperrectangles of the search
space.
3.2.2. Environmental selection
Environmental selection is a procedure to obtain a well-distributed population and to keep it in a memory. It chooses the
best optimal solutions from the previous and newly created population. The proposed H-RVEA algorithm implements the
environmental selection strategy with hypervolume subset selection problem [22]. Algorithm 8 describes the environmental
selection strategy for creating a new population. Firstly, the nondominated sorting approach [7, 29] is used for partitioning the
union of parent and offspring into disjoint partitions. The partition that fits into the new population is further processed [22].
The fitness value of each partition is computed and remove the individual with the worst fitness assignment. The parents and
offsprings are merged into population P which truncates the non-fitted solutions. Therefore, the dominated solutions do not
affect the overall value of hypervolume. Algorithm 8 is repeated until the desired size of a partition is not found and returns
the generated new population T .
Algorithm 4 Mating selection
Input: Population P , Reference set R, Number of sampling points M, Population size N
Output: T
1: procedure Matingselection (P,R,M,N)





7: T ← φ
8: while |T | < N do
9: Choose (a,wa), (b,wb) ∈ α randomly
10: if wa > wb then
11: T ← T ∪ {a}
12: else





Algorithm 5 Compute hypervolume
Input: Population P, Reference set R, Fitness parameter fp ∈ N, Number of objectives n
Output: α and (a,wa)




3: return S licing(α,R, fp, n, 1, (∞,∞, . . . ,∞))
4: end procedure
Algorithm 6 Slicing
Input: Population P , Reference set R, Fitness parameter fp ∈ N, Fitness assignment α, Recursion level l, Partial volume
PV ∈ R , Scan positions (s1, s2, . . . , sn) ∈ Rn
Output: Partial fitness assignment α′
1: procedure Slicing (α,R, fp, l, PV, (s1, s2, . . . , sn))
2: RS ←
⋃
(a,w)∈α, ∀i < j ≤ n : f j(a) ≤ z j{ f (a)}
3: RP←
⋃
(r1,r2,...,rn)∈R, ∀i < j ≤ n : r j ≥ z j{(r1, . . . , rn)}
4: if l = 0 and RP , φ then
5: β← Π|RS |−1t=1 ( fp − t)/(|α| − t)
6: α′ ← φ
7: for all (a,w) ∈ α do








10: else if l > 0 then
11: α′ ← α
12: U ← RS ∪ RP
13: while U , φ do
14: u′ ← min(u1,u2,...,un)∈Uul
15: U′ ← {(u1, u2, . . . , un) ∈ U |ul > u′}
16: if U′ , φ then




18: α′ ← S licing(α′,R, fp, l − 1, PV ′, (s1, s2, . . . , sl−1, u′, sl+1, sl+2, . . . , sn))
19: end if





Algorithm 7 Estimate hypervolume
Input: Population P , Reference set R, Fitness parameter fp, Sampling points M, Population size N
Output: Fitness assignment α
1: procedure Estimatehypervolume (P,R,N,M)
2: for i = 1 to n do
3: LBi ← mina∈P fi(a)
4: UBi ← max(r1,r2,...,rn)∈Rri
5: end for
6: S ← [LB1,UB1] × [LB2,UB2] × . . . × [LBn,UBn]




9: for k = 1 to M do
10: Choose y ∈ S randomly
11: RS ←
⋃
a∈P, f (a)≤y{ f (a)}
12: if |RS | ≤ fp then
13: β← Π|RS |−1LB=1
fp − LB
|P| − LB
14: α′ ← φ
15: for all (a,w) ∈ α do















Algorithm 8 Environmental selection
Input: Population P, Reference set R, Number of offspring N, Number of sampling points M
Output: New population T
1: procedure Environmentalselection (P,R,N,M)
2: P′ ← P
3: T ← φ
4: T ′ ← φ
5: do
6: T ← T ∪ T ′
7: T ′ ← φ
8: P′′ ← φ
9: for all a ∈ P′ do
10: if b ∈ P′ : b  a⇒ a  b then
11: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {a}
12: else
13: T ′′ ← T ′′ ∪ {a}
14: end if
15: end for
16: P′ ← P′′
17: while |T | + |T ′| ≥ N
∨
P′ = φ
18: TC ← |T | + |T ′| − N
19: while TC > 0 do
20: if n ≤ 3 then
21: α← Computehypervolume(T ′,R,TC)
22: else
23: α← Estimatehypervolume(T ′,R,TC,M)
24: end if
25: T ′ ← φ
26: RV ← 0
27: for all (a,w) ∈ α do
28: if RV = 1 or w , min(a,w)∈α{w} then
29: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {a}
30: else
31: RV ← 1
32: end if
33: end for
34: TC ← TC − 1
35: end while
36: T ← T ∪ T ′
37: return T
38: end procedure
3.2.3. Reference vector adaptation strategy
The iproposed iH-RVEA ialgorithm iuses ireference ivector iadaptation i[21] istrategy ito iobtain ia iset iof iPareto ioptimal isolutions






















Fig. 2. Uniformly idistributed ireference ivectors i n i3D isearch ispace.
Algorithm i9 imentions ithis istrategy. iThese isolutions iare ithe ipoints iof i ntersection ibetween ieach ireference ivector iand ithe
iPareto ifront. iHowever, iwhen ithe iobjective ifunction ivalues iare inormalized i n ithe isame irange, ithese ireference ivectors iwon’t
iproduce iuniformly idistributed isolutions. iThe irange iof ithe ireference ivectors iwill ibe imodified ias ifollows ito ieliminate ithis
iconflict:
vk+1, j =
v0, j ◦ (Omaxk+1 − O
min
k+1)




where i j = 1, 2, . . . ,N, ivk+1, j idefines ithe i jth ireference ivector iadapted ifor igeneration ik + 1, iv0, j irepresents ithe i jth iuniformly
idistributed ireference ivector. iOmink+1 iand iO
max
k+1 iare ithe iminimum iand imaximum ivalues iof iobjective ifunction, irespectively. iThe
i◦ ioperator i ndicates ithe iHadamard iproduct ithat ielement-wise imultiply ithe itwo ivectors iof isame isize i[21]. The iadaptation
istrategy ifor ithe ireference ivector i s icapable iof iobtaining iuniformly idistributed isolutions ieven i f ithe iobjective ifunctions iare inot
inormalized i n ithe isame irange. There i s ia iFc icontrolling iparameter iwhich icontrols ithe ifrequency iof iuse iof ithe iadaptation
Algorithm 9 Reference vector adaptation strategy
Input: Generation index k, Population P, Current unit reference vector set Vk ← {vk,1, vk,2, . . . , vk,N}, Initial unit reference
vector set V0 ← {v0,1, v0,2, . . . , v0,N}, Control parameter Fc
Output: Next generation reference vector set Vk+1




mod Fc == 0
)
then
3: Compute the minimal Omink+1 and maximal O
max
k+1 objective values, respectively
4: for j = 1 to N do
5: vk+1, j ←
v0, j ◦ (Omaxk+1 − O
min
k+1)





8: vk+1, j ← vk, j
9: end if
10: end procedure
istrategy. iThis iparameter imeans ithat ithe ireference ivector iadaptation istrategy ihas ito ibe icarried iout i n ia iselected igeneration,
isince ithis istrategy i s inot ineeded ivery ioften i[30]. Example i2 i llustrates ithe iworking iof icontrol iparameter iFc i n iadaptation
istrategy.
Example i2: i(Control iparameter) iFor i nstance, ithe ivalue iof iFc i s iset ito i0.4. iThe ireference ivector iwill ibe iadapted ionly iat
ik = 0, ik = 0.4i × iMaxiteration, ik = 0.8i × iMaxiteration, ik = 0.12i × iMaxiteration iand iso iforth.
3.3. Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is debated in this subsection. The proposed algorithm’s com-
plexities in terms of time and space are given below.
3.3.1. Time complexity
1. iH-RVEA ipopulation i nitialization ineeds iO(Mi × iN) itime, iwhere iM iand iN irepresent ithe inumber iof iobjectives iand
ipopulation isize, irespectively.
2. iThe iselection iprocedure ifor imating irequires itime iof iO(M × iN2). i
3. iVariation iprocedure iuses iO(N) itime. iEnvironmental iselection imethod iuses iO(NlogN) iand ithe iadaptation itechnique ifor
ithe ireference ivector i ncludes iO(Ni/iFc) itime, iwhere iFc irepresents ithe icontrol iparameter.
The summary of the complexities of all the above steps and the total time complexity of H-RVEA for the maximum number
of generations is therefore O(M × N2) + (N/Fc) × Maxiteration).
3.3.2. Space Complexity
H-RVEA algorithm’s space complexity is the cumulative amount of space that is perceived during its initialization process
at any given point. Hence, the total space complexity of H-RVEA algorithm is O(M × N).
4. Experimental Results and Discussions
The iproposed ialgorithm iH-RVEA i s icompared iwith ifive ialgorithms, inamely iReference iVector iGuided iEvolutionary
iAlgorithm i(RVEA) i[21], iHypervolume iEstimation iAlgorithm i(HypE) i[22], iNon-dominated iSorting iGenetic iAlgorithm i(NSGA-
III) i[25], iMany-Objective iEvolutionary iAlgorithm ibased ion iDominance iand iDecomposition i(MOEA/DD) i[26], iand iApproximation-
guided iEvolutionary iAlgorithm i(AGE-II) i[27]. iThe iwell-known ibenchmark itest iproblems ifrom iDTLZ itest isuite i[31] iare itaken
ifor iexperimentation. iThe ifindings iare imeasured iwith itwo iwell-known iperformance imeasures isuch ias iInverted iGenerational
iDistance i(IGD) i[23] iand iHypervolume i(HV) i[24].
4.1. Benchmark iTest iProblems
The ifour i(DTLZ1-DTLZ4) itest ifunctions ifrom iDTLZ i[31] itest isuite iare iemployed. iThe inumber iof iobjectives i s ivaried
ifrom i3 ito i15, i .e., i{3, i5, i10, i15}. iThe inumber iof idecision ivariables i s iset ito ini = imi + iri − i1 ifor iDTLZ itest iproblems i[31],
iwhere ir = 5 ifor iDTLZ1 iand ir = 10 ifor iDTLZ2-DTLZ4.
4.2. Experimental iSetup
The imean iand imedian isolutions iare ireported i n itables iwhich iare iobtained i n ifinal i teration. iThe isimulations iare idone
i n iMatlab iR2019a ienvironment ion iMicrosoft iWindows i10 i(64-bit) iusing iCore i 7 iand i3.15 iGHz iprocessor iwith i16 iGB imain
imemory.
4.3. Performance iEvaluation ion iDTLZ iTest iSuite
Tables i1 iand i2 idisplay ithe ivalues iof iIGD iand iHV iobtained ithrough ithe isuggested iand icompetitor ialgorithms ifor ithe iDTLZ
itest isuite iof i3-, i5-, i10- iand i15-objectives. iThe iresults ireveal ithat ifor iDTLZ1 itest iproblem iH-RVEA ioffers ibetter ivalues iof
iIGD iand iHV . iExcept ifor iH-RVEA, iRVEA iand iMOEA/DD iachieve ibetter ivalues iof iIGD iand iHV ithan ithe iothers. iRVEA iand
iMOEA/DD iare itherefore ithe isecond iand ithird ibest ialgorithms, irespectively. iWhereas, iNSGA-III’s ioutput ifor iall iobjectives i s
ialmost i dentical ito ithe iHypE ialgorithm ion iDTLZ1 itest iproblem.
For itest iproblem iDTLZ2, iH-RVEA igets ia ibetter ivalue iof iIGD ifor i3- iand i15-objectives. iRVEA iperforms ibetter iresults
ifor ithese iobjectives ithan ithe iother ialgorithms iafter iH-RVEA. iH-RVEA iperforms isecond ibest ialgorithm i n iterms iof ithe
iperformance imeasurement iIGD ifor i5- iand i10-objectives. iRVEA iprovides ibetter iresults ifor ithose iobjectives ithan iall iother
iapproaches. iH-RVEA igenerates ioptimal iresults ifor iall iobjectives iof ithe iDTLZ2 itest ifunction ifor iperformance imeasurement
iHV . iWhereas, ifor ithe iefficiency i ndicator iof iHV , iRVEA iand iHypE ialgorithms iare ivery iclose ito ione ianother.
In iterms iof iIGD iand iHV iperformance imeasures ifor iall iobjectives, iH-RVEA i s isignificantly ibetter ithan iother ialgorithms
ion iDTLZ3. iNonetheless, iMOEA/DD iand iNSGA-III iare ithe isecond iand ithird istrongest imethods, irespectively, ifor iIGD
iefficiency iassessment. iThe iNSGA-III iobtained ithe isecond ibest isolution ifor iHV iefficiency iestimation iafter ithe ioriginal iH-
RVEA ialgorithm.
For iDTLZ4 itest i ssue, iH-RVEA’s isuccess imeasurements ifor i3-, i5-, i10- iand i15-objectives iare ihigher ithan iothers i n iterms
iof iIGD iand iHV . iMOEA/DD iand iNSGA-III icomprise ithe isecond iand ithird ibest imethods ifor iIGD iand iHV .
From iTables i1 iand i2 i t ihas ibeen ifound ithat iH-RVEA’s iconsistency iand iefficiency i s ihighest ion imost iof ithe itest ifunctions.
iFor iIGD, iH-RVEA iperforms iwell ion i3 iout iof i4 iassessment ifeatures. iFor ivalues iof iHV , iH-RVEA idelivers ithe ibest iresults ion
i4 iout iof i4 itest ifunctions.
For ivisualization iof ithe isolutions, iFigs. i3 iand i4 idisplay ithe inon-dominated ifronts iobtained ifrom ithe iproposed iH-RVEA
iand iother i15- iand i3-objectives icompetitor ialgorithms ion ithe iDTLZ itest ifunctions. iRVEA iand iMOEA/DD ihave iconsistent
iconvergence ifor i15-objectives iDTLZ itest ifunctions ibut ifail ito ireach icertain iregions iof ithe iPareto ifront. iHypE, iNSGA-III,
iand iAGE-II iensure igood i ntegration iacross imost iof iPareto’s ifronts. iFig. i3 idemonstrates ithat iH-RVEA’s inon-dominated ifront
iprovides igreater iconsistency iand ivariety ithan iother istrategies. iIt ihas ibeen iobserved ifor i3-objectives iDTLZ itest ifunctions ithat
ithe iPareto ifront iobtained ifrom iH-RVEA, iRVEA, iNSGA-III, iand iMOEA/DD ihas iuniform iconvergence iand ibetter idiversity ias
ishown i n iFig. i4. iNonetheless, iover ithe iPareto ifront iHypE iand iAGE-II istruggle ito iget ia igood icoverage.
Table 1: The IGD values obtained by proposed H-RVEA and other competitor algorithms on DTLZ test suite. The obtained best results are in bold.
F M Analysis H-RVEA RVEA HypE NSGA-III MOEA/DD AGE-II
DTLZ1 3 Mean 3.91E-05 4.69E-04 1.53E-04 4.90E-04 3.20E-04 3.55E-02
Median 4.07E-05 4.99E-04 2.08E-01 1.40E-03 5.90E-04 3.95E-02
5 Mean 2.54E-05 3.11E-05 1.85E-01 5.25E-04 2.65E-04 2.34E-02
Median 1.21E-05 3.57E-05 2.20E-01 9.91E-04 2.96E-04 2.83E-02
10 Mean 5.12E-05 1.50E-04 1.50E-01 2.25E-03 1.90E-03 3.63E-02
Median 1.11E-04 6.69E-04 1.92E-01 3.53E-03 2.26E-03 3.89E-02
15 Mean 3.07E-05 1.77E-04 1.82E-01 2.95E-03 2.90E-03 1.03E-02
Median 2.00E-04 2.04E-04 2.60E-01 5.15E-03 4.25E-03 1.58E-02
DTLZ2 3 Mean 1.00E-04 1.71E-04 6.80E-02 1.35E-03 6.81E-04 2.73E-02
Median 1.03E-04 1.90E-04 6.98E-02 1.42E-03 8.10E-04 2.97E-02
5 Mean 1.03E-03 1.23E-04 2.80E-01 4.35E-03 1.18E-03 1.35E-02
Median 1.91E-03 3.11E-04 2.92E-01 5.15E-03 1.40E-03 1.63E-02
10 Mean 1.39E-03 1.35E-03 6.90E-01 1.40E-02 3.30E-03 2.25E-02
Median 2.11E-02 2.03E-03 7.01E-01 1.61E-02 3.81E-03 2.69E-02
15 Mean 2.22E-04 5.03E-04 6.35E-01 1.40E-02 4.60E-03 2.74E-02
Median 4.90E-04 5.95E-04 7.62E-01 1.83E-02 5.90E-03 2.95E-02
DTLZ3 3 Mean 2.71E-05 1.11E-04 1.70E-02 9.80E-04 5.90E-04 2.35E-02
Median 5.10E-05 2.20E-04 1.82E-02 4.11E-03 1.95E-03 2.79E-02
5 Mean 3.18E-04 1.33E-02 1.19E-02 3.15E-03 6.25E-04 2.01E-02
Median 1.10E-03 1.87E-02 1.93E-02 6.01E-03 1.36E-03 2.94E-02
10 Mean 1.22E-03 2.01E-01 1.86E-02 8.90E-03 1.95E-03 2.38E-02
Median 2.08E-03 2.71E-01 2.93E-02 1.25E-02 2.35E-03 2.93E-02
15 Mean 2.56E-04 1.98E-01 4.35E-02 1.43E-02 5.90E-03 1.11E-02
Median 4.45E-03 2.90E-01 6.93E-02 2.20E-02 7.50E-03 2.04E-02
DTLZ4 3 Mean 1.00E-04 5.03E-04 8.49E-02 2.94E-04 1.10E-04 2.23E-02
Median 1.50E-04 6.84E-04 9.40E-02 6.11E-04 1.71E-04 2.48E-02
5 Mean 5.61E-05 1.00E-01 2.80E-01 9.90E-04 1.11E-04 1.04E-02
Median 6.45E-05 1.69E-01 2.93E-01 1.37E-03 1.37E-04 1.54E-02
10 Mean 1.00E-03 1.94E-03 6.81E-01 5.80E-03 1.32E-03 2.30E-02
Median 1.52E-03 2.31E-03 6.93E-01 6.43E-03 1.70E-03 2.83E-02
15 Mean 1.22E-04 1.96E-04 6.08E-01 7.87E-03 1.50E-03 3.02E-02
Median 2.00E-04 2.31E-04 6.41E-01 3.11E-02 1.90E-03 3.73E-02
Table 2: The HV values obtained by proposed H-RVEA and other competitor algorithms on DTLZ test suite. The obtained best results are in bold.
F M Analysis H-RVEA RVEA HypE NSGA-III MOEA/DD AGE-II
DTLZ1 3 Mean 8.51E-02 4.69E-05 4.98E-03 3.15E-04 4.81E-02 3.95E-02
Median 3.80E-01 4.13E-06 2.57E-05 3.00E-04 4.11E-03 3.55E-02
5 Mean 4.61E-02 4.42E-04 3.49E-05 3.73E-04 3.09E-02 2.00E-02
Median 4.90E-01 2.03E-05 2.99E-05 1.63E-04 2.00E-03 1.05E-02
10 Mean 5.30E-02 1.39E-03 3.08E-03 2.15E-04 1.49E-02 4.11E-03
Median 2.17E-01 1.69E-04 4.18E-04 1.15E-05 2.80E-03 1.79E-04
15 Mean 5.07E-04 6.69E-05 4.18E-05 2.15E-05 1.81E-06 3.97E-07
Median 7.46E-05 3.00E-06 3.19E-07 3.97E-07 1.03E-06 2.97E-07
DTLZ2 3 Mean 4.22E-02 2.69E-05 3.99E-03 4.05E-04 3.85E-02 2.90E-02
Median 3.69E-01 3.03E-06 2.67E-05 2.97E-04 3.19E-03 3.57E-02
5 Mean 3.75E-01 3.40E-04 2.09E-05 2.77E-04 2.91E-02 3.87E-02
Median 2.46E-02 2.03E-05 1.09E-05 1.67E-04 2.01E-03 1.07E-02
10 Mean 3.91E-02 1.19E-03 3.09E-03 3.17E-04 1.57E-02 3.10E-03
Median 3.97E-03 1.59E-04 3.18E-04 1.05E-05 2.73E-03 2.70E-04
15 Mean 4.70E-04 5.60E-05 3.85E-05 3.37E-05 3.01E-06 2.97E-07
Median 5.13E-05 3.97E-06 2.19E-07 3.06E-07 1.19E-06 2.00E-07
DTLZ3 3 Mean 7.48E-02 5.57E-03 3.98E-03 2.05E-04 5.83E-02 2.90E-02
Median 4.36E-03 4.13E-04 3.07E-04 3.78E-05 3.11E-04 3.97E-04
5 Mean 3.96E-01 3.47E-02 2.39E-03 1.77E-03 2.49E-02 1.37E-02
Median 2.36E-02 2.57E-03 2.00E-04 1.95E-04 2.33E-03 1.69E-03
10 Mean 6.82E-01 2.30E-02 3.18E-03 4.09E-03 2.33E-02 3.03E-02
Median 3.48E-02 1.23E-03 4.26E-04 3.37E-04 2.49E-03 2.70E-04
15 Mean 4.58E-02 4.60E-03 3.08E-03 2.67E-03 2.98E-02 1.23E-03
Median 2.60E-03 3.01E-04 2.10E-04 3.92E-04 2.50E-05 2.67E-04
DTLZ4 3 Mean 3.81E-02 3.48E-03 3.00E-03 2.02E-03 3.69E-04 4.57E-05
Median 2.19E-03 4.49E-04 4.07E-04 2.84E-05 1.66E-04 2.39E-05
5 Mean 4.70E-02 4.24E-03 2.49E-04 4.58E-03 2.43E-03 3.47E-04
Median 4.48E-03 3.01E-04 1.90E-05 4.61E-04 5.17E-04 6.69E-05
10 Mean 9.59E-02 2.30E-04 3.57E-03 3.79E-03 2.08E-04 3.96E-03
Median 2.62E-03 1.63E-04 4.10E-04 1.15E-05 2.81E-04 1.39E-04
15 Mean 4.58E-03 6.17E-05 3.58E-04 2.99E-05 3.02E-04 3.43E-05
Median 5.95E-04 1.00E-05 3.10E-06 4.69E-07 1.13E-05 2.90E-06
Fig. 3. The non-dominated fronts obtained from six algorithms for 15-objectives on DTLZ1, DTLZ2, DTLZ3, and DTLZ4 test functions.
Fig. 4. The non-dominated solutions obtained from six algorithms for 3-objectives on DTLZ1, DTLZ2, DTLZ3, and DTLZ4 test functions.
4.4. Wilcoxon signed-rank test
It ihas ibeen iobserved i n ithe iliterature i[32] ithat ithe iperformance imeasures iIGD iand iHV ido inot iprovide iany iguarantee ifor
ibetter iconvergence iand idiversity, ibecause isometimes ithe isolutions iobtained iare inot iclose ito ithe ioptimal iPareto ifront. iThe
iWilcoxon isigned-rank itest i[33] i s iperformed ion ithe iaverage ivalue iof iperformance imeasures iof iIGD iand iHV ito isolve ithis
iproblem. iFor i ncreasing i ssue ithe igap ibetween ieach ipair iof iaverage ioutcomes i s icalculated. iSuch ivariations iare iordered i n
iascending iorder, iand ia irank i s igiven ifrom ithe ismallest ito ithe ihighest. iIf imore ithan ione idiscrepancy i s iequivalent, ithen ieach
iof ithem i s igiven ian iaverage irank i[33]. iThe iranks iare isubsequently iconverted ito isigned iranks. iIt i s iused i n ipair-wise ianalysis
iof iH-RVEA ito iother ialgorithms. iThe ipositive irank i s igranted ito ithe iproposed ialgorithm i f i t i s istronger ifor ia ispecific ioutput
ifactor i i(i.e., iIGD iand iHV) ithan ithe icompetitor ialgorithms. iOtherwise, i t i s iassigned inegative irank. iA imeaning ilevel i s iset ito
i0.10 ifor icomparison iand isums iup iall ithe ipositive iand inegative irank i[33]. iTabulate ithe ieffects iof ithe iWilcoxon itest i n iTable
i3, iwhere i+,-, iand i= imean ithat iH-RVEA iefficiency i s isuperior, i nferior, iand iequivalent ito icompetitor ialgorithms, irespectively.
iFrom iTable i3, i t i s iobserved ithat iH-RVEA ioutperforms iwith iIGD iand iHV iefficiency imeasures iover iall icompetitor ialgorithms
iexcept ifor iNSGA-III iwhich ifinds isuperior ion ithe iHV imeasure.







5. H-RVEA for Real-life Applications
In ithis isection, ithe iperformance iof iproposed iH-RVEA ihas ibeen itested ion itwo ireal-life iproblems inamely, iMulti-Objective
iTravelling iSalesman iProblem i(MOTS P) iand iCar iSide iImpact iProblem i(CS I). iThese iproblems iare iused ito ishow ithe iefficiency
iand ieffectiveness iof iproposed iH-RVEA i n ireal-life iproblems.
5.1. Multi-Objective iTravelling iSalesman iProblem i(MOTS P)
The itraveling isalesman iproblem i n icombinatorial ioptimization i s ia idifficult iand imost istudied iNP-hard i ssue. iThe inumber
iof icities iand ithe icost iof itravel iare iprovided i n ithis iproblem. iThe ichallenge iwith ithe itraveling isalesman i s ito ifind ithe icheapest
itour ito ireach ieach iarea iprecisely ionce iand ireturn ito ithe ipoint iof ideparture i(see iFig. i5).
Fig. 5. Schematic iview iof imulti-objective itravelling isalesman iproblem.
The imathematical iformulation iof imulti-objective itravelling isalesman iproblem i s ias ifollows i[34]: Given ia iset in icities iand







R(n),R(1), k = 1, 2, . . . , p (3)
In this work, p is set to 3, 5, 10, and 15.
Table i4 ishows ithe iIGD ivalue iobtained ifrom iH-RVEA iand iother icompetitor ialgorithms iof iMulti-Objective iTravelling
iSalesman iProblem i(MOTS P). iH-RVEA ican ibe iseen iperforming ibetter ifor iall itest iobjectives ithan iother ialgorithms i(i.e., i3,
i5, i10, i15). For i3- iand i5-objectives, iH-RVEA ihas ia ibest iIGD ivalue iand ithe idifference ibetween iH-RVEA iand i ts icompetitor
ialgorithms i s istatistically isignificant. iRVEA i s ithe isecond ibest ialgorithm ifor i3-objectives. iThe iMOEA/DD i s ithe isecond ibest
iperforming ialgorithm ifor i5-objectives. iH-RVEA ioutperforms ithe iother ifive ialgorithms ifor ithe i10- iand i15-objectives. iRVEA
i s ithe isecond ibest ialgorithm ifor ithese itest iobjectives. iIt i s iworth imentioning ithat iH-RVEA iconsistently iperforming ibetter ithan
iother ialgorithms ifor iall ifour iMOTS P itest iobjectives.
Table 4: The IGD values obtained by proposed H-RVEA and other competitor algorithms on MOTS P. The obtained best results are in bold.
M Analysis H-RVEA RVEA HypE NSGA-III MOEA/DD AGE-II
3 Mean 6.11E-05 7.61E-05 2.34E-04 3.24E-04 2.11E-04 1.50E-02
Median 6.39E-05 3.10E-04 1.77E-03 2.51E-03 4.70E-03 2.99E-01
5 Mean 3.72E-05 2.00E-04 2.83E-02 4.21E-03 4.14E-05 1.31E-03
Median 4.10E-04 2.54E-03 4.22E-02 7.90E-02 6.66E-04 1.70E-02
10 Mean 9.09E-04 3.39E-03 2.80E-02 7.26E-02 2.10E-02 8.60E-01
Median 2.70E-03 6.66E-02 1.92E-01 4.01E-01 2.23E-01 9.84E-01
15 Mean 1.00E-05 4.35E-04 7.38E-03 3.45E-02 6.63E-02 2.07E-03
Median 4.14E-04 7.75E-03 4.34E-02 8.13E-02 9.45E-02 5.67E-02
5.2. Car side impact problem (CS I)
Car iside i mpact iproblem i s ia iconstrained ioptimization iproblem ito ioptimize ithe ivehicle iside icrashworthiness i[35]. iThis
iproblem i nvolves iseven idesign ivariables inamely ithickness iof iB-Pillar i nner, iB-Pillar i nner ireinforcement, ifloor iside i nner,
icross-members, idoor ibeam, idoor ibeltline ireinforcement, iand iroof irail i(see iFig. i6). iThere iare ithree iobjective ifunctions iof ithis
iproblem iwhich iare idescribed ias:
• iWeight iof ithe icar.
• iPubic iforce iexperienced iby ia ipassenger.
• iAverage ivelocity iof ithe iV-Pillar iresponsible ifor iwithstanding ithe i mpact iload.
The mathematical formulation of this problem is described as follows:
f1(z) = 1.98 + 4.9z1 + 6.67z2 + 6.98z3 + 4.01z4 + 1.78z5 + 0.00001z6 + 2.73z7,
f2(z) = 4.72 − 0.5z4 − 0.19z2z3,
f3(z) = 0.5 ∗ (10.58 − 0.674z1z2 − 0.67275z2 + 16.45 − 0.489z3z7 − 0.843z5z6),
Subject to:
g1(z) = 1.16 − 0.3717z2z4 − 0.0092928z3 ≤ 1.0,
g2(z) = 0.261 − 0.0159z1z2 − 0.06486z1 − 0.019z2z7 + 0.0144z3z5 + 0.0154464z6 ≤ 0.32,
g3(z) = 0.214 + 0.00817z5 − 0.045195z1 − 0.0135168z1 + 0.03099z2z6 − 0.018z2z7 + 0.007176z3 + 0.023232z3 − 0.00364z5z6 − 0.018z2z2 ≤ 0.32,
g4(z) = 0.74 − 0.61z2 − 0.031296z3 − 0.031872z7 + 0.227z2z2 ≤ 0.32,
g5(z) = 28.98 + 3.818z3 − 4.2z1z2 + 1.27296z6 − 2.68065z7 ≤ 0.32,
g6(z) = 33.86 + 2.95z3 − 5.057z1z2 − 3.795z2 − 3.4431z7 + 1.45728 ≤ 0.32,
g7(z) = 46.36 − 9.9z2 − 4.4505z1 ≤ 0.32,
g8(z) = 4.72 − 0.5z4 − 0.19z2z3 ≤ 4.0,
g9(z) = 10.58 − 0.674z1z2 − 0.67275z2 ≤ 9.9,
g10(z) = 16.45 − 0.489z3z7 − 0.843z5z6 ≤ 15.7,
where,
0.5 ≤ z1, z3, z4 ≤ 1.5, 0.4 ≤ z6, z7 ≤ 1.2, 0.45 ≤ z2 ≤ 1.35, 0.875 ≤ z5 ≤ 2.625.
(4)
Fig. 6. Schematic view of car side impact problem [36].
The iobtained iIGD ivalues iby iproposed iand icompetitor ialgorithms iare ishown i n iTable i5. iH-RVEA igenerates ithe ismaller
iIGD ivalue ithan ithe iothers. iNSGA-III iand iHypE iare ithe isecond iand ithird ibest ioptimization ialgorithms, irespectively. iIt ican ibe
iseen ithat iH-RVEA iprovides ioptimal iresults iand ivery icompetitive ithan ithe iother iapproaches ifor iCSI iproblem.
Table 5: The IGD values obtained by proposed H-RVEA and other competitor algorithms on CS I. The obtained best results are in bold.
Analysis H-RVEA RVEA HypE NSGA-III MOEA/DD AGE-II
Mean 1.36E-03 5.62E-02 4.00E-03 2.55E-03 9.31E-02 2.42E-02
Median 2.51E-01 7.47E-01 6.36E-00 3.80E-01 7.51E-01 4.12E-01
6. Conclusions and Future Works
A inovel ihybrid imany-objective ievolutionary ialgorithm, inamed iH-RVEA, i s i ntroduced i n ithis iarticle. iH-RVEA iuses ithe
iHypervolume iEstimation iAlgorithm i(HypE) iand iReference iVector iGuided iEvolutionary iAlgorithm i(RVEA) imethods. iThe
iproposed iH-RVEA iwas iapplied iand ievaluated ion iwell-known itest ifunctions. iComparing iH-RVEA iresults ito iother ialgorithms,
i t iwas ifound ithat iH-RVEA ioutperformed iRVEA, iHypE, iNSGA-III, iMOEA/DD, iand iAGE-II. iThe icomparative iwork iwas
icarried iout ito idemonstrate ithe istatistical isignificance iof iproposed iH-RVEA iover ibenchmark itest ifunctions. iThe iproposed iH-
RVEA iwas itested ion itwo ireal-life iconstrained iproblems. iThe ifindings ishow ithat iamong iall ithe isuccessful ialgorithms iH-RVEA
ihas idelivered ibetter iperformance.
There iare iseveral iresearch idirections iwhich ican ibe irecommended ifor ifuture works. iThe ivariation i n ioperators iand iselection
iprocedure iof ithe iproposed iH-RVEA ialgorithm ican ibe ithe imotivation iof ifuture iwork. iAlso, ito iextend ithis ialgorithm ito isolve
imore ireal-life iconstrained imany-objective ioptimization iproblems ican ialso ibe iseen ias ia ifuture icontribution.
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